Modeling and optimization of multi-echelon supply chain systems is challenging as it requires a holistic approach that exploits synergies and interactions between echelons while accurately accounting for variability observed by these systems. We develop a simulationoptimization framework that minimizes average inventory while maintaining desired average β service level at stocking locations. We use a discrete-event simulation framework to accurately capture system interactions. Instead of a parametric estimation approach, the demand and the lead time variability are quantified by bootstrap sampling the historical data, thus pre- The experiments demonstrate practical applicability of our approach. While we observe substantially lower inventory levels and computationally superior results from RBFOpt, depending on the problem, search strategy, and the random start states, close enough good solution can be obtained from both RBFOpt and Scikit-Optimize. The optimization results demonstrate a preference for a centralized inventory planning scheme that help with risk pooling. Moreover, with no order placement cost, the optimal solution tends to order more frequently in order to lower inventory.
Introduction
Complex end-to-end supply chains utilize multiple tiers or echelons of stocking locations to not only minimize logistics costs, but also reduce inventory costs through risk pooling and efficient placement of inventory between echelons [4, 8, 20, 27] . New shipments are first stored at a central facility, which then acts as an internal supplier to other stocking locations as the product travels through multiple stages before reaching the final customer. In this work we address the challenging problem of optimizing inventory in such complex systems.
Inventory optimization of a multi-echelon system can be approached by applying single-echelon optimization techniques to every echelon. However, such an approach fails to achieve true network inventory optimization. Disregarding the network view of inventory usage and applying stand-alone replenishment strategies to one echelon without considering impact on other echelons can lead to redundant safety stock or customer service failure despite adequate inventory [20] .
A multi-echelon setting can lead to sophisticated complex interactions between the inventory levels of upstream and downstream stocking locations. Inventory unavailability at the upstream node can increase lead time for downstream facilities. Centralized upstream inventory can help downstream units to lower safety stock. Upstream nodes serving customers as well as multiple downstream facilities may need to prioritize between multiple orders. Large but sporadic orders from downstream units can make it challenging for the upstream facilities to follow consistent inventory management policies, and thus it can lead to higher average inventory over time. On the other hand, upstream facilities can choose a lower service level target as long as customer service levels from the downstream nodes are being met. Every echelon can manage inventory with a custom policy instead of the standard reorder point or base stock approaches. Modeling and optimization of such systems is therefore challenging as it requires a holistic approach that exploits such synergies and interactions between echelons [4, 20] .
Several articles address inventory optimization for multi-echelon systems (see Axsäter [3] for a review). Based on the earliest model of Sherbrooke [24] , Ganeshan [8] and Hopp et al. [14, 15] developed two-echelon models. However, they assumed a reorder point policy, Poisson demand process for every echelon, and quantified expected backorders using infinite series. Glasserman and Tayur [9, 10] developed a multi-period model, but assumed a base-stock policy with 1 day review period and constant order placement. Simpson [25] , Graves et al. [11, 12] , Inderfurth et al. [16, 17] , and You et al. [26] developed models for a base-stock policy using a guaranteed service time approach in which each stage quotes a guaranteed service time. For typical supply chains, where there are no quoted service time, this approach becomes very conservative with each stage planning for all previous stages' lead times and thus carry unnecessary excess inventory. Lee and Billington [21] and Ettl et al. [6, 7] developed an algebraic stochastic service time approach that characterizes random lead time delay induced downstream due to stockouts at upstream units.
Inventory optimization literature assumes a pre-defined probability distribution (such as Normal or Poisson), infinite series, or simplified custom algebraic expressions to quantify demand and lead time variability observed in supply chains. Such assumptions can simplify or inaccurately represent the true nature of variability observed. Moreover, most approaches make assumptions on system interactions, inventory policy, or the product flow in the system in order to be able to solve such problems with a mathematical programming framework. We argue that this may not adequately capture the complex multi-echelon interactions described above and, as a results, can underestimate optimal inventory. Therefore, in this work we follow a simulation-optimization framework to address this problem as it does not suffer from such assumptions (see [2] ).
Major contributions of this work are:
• Instead of taking a parametric approach with a pre-decided probability distribution, the demand and the lead time variability are quantified by bootstrap sampling the historical data, thus preserving the true nature of the variability. However, we do assume no time correlation in the historical data. This can be easily relaxed by using a time-series model to forecast demand and lead time.
• We model the system using a flexible discrete-event simulation approach. This allows us to capture sophisticated system interactions as well as any custom rules.
• The approach in this work is not limited to standard inventory policies such as the reorder point or base stock policies. Any custom inventory policy can be incorporated.
• We compare three open source simulation optimization solvers: the derivative free methods from Scipy.Optimize [18] , a Bayesian optimization algorithm Scikit-Optimize [19] , and a radial basis function based black-box optimizer RBFOpt [5] . There is no published work on this comparison.
The article is organized as follows. The next section describes the problem addressed in this work and the example network. Further in Section 3 we describe the inventory optimization algorithm with simulation and optimization modules. We also illustrate a Python implementation of the algorithm in Section 4. In Section 5 we present optimization results of the example network and a comparison of the open source solvers. Section 6 concludes the article. Figure 1 illustrates the multi-echelon supply chain network used in this work to demonstrate the simulation-optimization algorithm. The network comprises both elements of a multi-echelon system where a stocking facility can either purely serve customer demand or purely replenishes another facility, or does a combination of both. Here the outermost stocking facilities 2, 4, and 5 are customer facing units that directly serve customer demand. Stocking facility 1 is a central facility that, besides directly fulfilling customer orders, also replenishes facility 2. Facility 3 is another central facility that mainly replenishes 4 and 5. It gets its replenishment from the first facility. The first node that replenishes facility 1 is a supply node, such as a manufacturing plant or a vendor, for which we do not track inventory.
Problem Description and Assumptions
The purpose of inventory optimization is to minimize total system costs. This can include order placement cost, inventory holding cost, and other miscellaneous charges such as facility costs, etc. In this work we assume no order placement cost, and mainly focus on minimizing average onhand inventory for all stocking locations while ensuring that a minimum customer service level target is met. However, the framework presented is generic and any kinds of costs or parameters are straight-forward to incorporate. We use β service level (or fill rate) in this work [2] . We choose to have a service level target for only customer serving facilities. Thus, facility 3 has no explicit target; though it can centrally keep inventory for nodes 4 and 5 in order to facilitate meeting their service level targets. The time gap between placing orders and receiving replenishment is characterized by an overall lead time. Any unfulfilled customer order can either be back ordered or assumed to be lost sales; we study both cases.
Note that the facilities do not share their inventory levels or any other information with each other. Each of them operate independently. The optimization algorithm, being cognizant of the entire system, optimizes all echelons simultaneously.
Key assumptions
• Each stocking facility is replenished from only one upstream unit.
• All stocking units follow a combination of the reorder point and base stock policies. When the inventory position falls below the reorder point, an order of amount of (base stock level -current inventory level) is placed by the facility. We optimize both base stock and reorder point levels in this work.
• A replenishment order is never partially shipped. If a stocking unit does not have enough on hand inventory, it waits until there is sufficient inventory to replenish the entire order volume. Such a wait adds to the downstream unit's lead time.
• Serving customer order is prioritized over sending replenishment order.
• If multiple replenishment orders exist in the pipeline from multiple requesting facilities, they are fulfilled in the sequence they were received.
• Both customer demand and lead time exhibit variability. Instead of assuming a pre-defined probability distribution, we follow a data-driven distribution to quantify variability. We bootstrap samples from the historical data during simulation iterations. This inherently assumes that there is no time correlation in the historical demand and lead time, as well as the future will be similar to the history.
Inventory Optimization Algorithm
We develop a simulation optimization framework to minimize inventory while ensuring a desired fill rate. In this framework, the simulation module acts as a "black-box" for the optimization module. The simulation process can accurately capture system dynamics. Because of the blackbox nature, the optimization model has visibility of the system dynamics only through the inputs to and outputs from the simulation model. The optimization model invokes simulation module multiple times for function (and, if needed, derivative) evaluations.
Note that, in general, the simulation-optimization frameworks do not guarantee optimality (or even feasibility) as many algorithms do not include a strong convergence criterion [23] . We ensure we obtain a feasible and a good quality solution by running the algorithm for several iterations.
This indeed results in a computationally slower framework. However, we choose a simulationoptimization framework because:
• For practical inventory optimization problems, accurately capturing system interactions and dynamics is paramount • A simulation model provides flexibility to model a variety of multi-echelon systems with custom business rules and inventory policies. It can be easily tailored to the problem needs.
The next two sections describe the simulation and optimization algorithms in detail.
Simulation Module
The discrete-event simulation model comprises four different processes:
1. Place replenishment order: Using this process the stocking locations place replenishment order to upstream facilities once their inventory levels reach below their reorder point .
Fulfill replenishment order:
This process is used by facilities to prepare and ship the replenishment order placed by their downstream facilities. Once the order is prepared, it initiates the delivery process.
Deliver replenishment:
This process is invoked by the fulfill order process. Each replenishment delivery is handled by this process. It delivers the replenishment after waiting for downstream facility's lead time. At delivery it increases downstream facility's on hand inventory.
Serve customer demand:
This process is used to deliver customer demand from each of the customer facing locations.
The following sections describe each of these processes in detail.
Place replenishment order
Procedure placeOrder illustrates the logic followed by each stocking location f to order replenishment. The procedure essentially tracks the inventory position I f of each facility. As the inventory
Simulation horizon H Result: Inventory position I f and upstream order queue Q S f get updated
position falls below its reorder point R f , an order is prepared that can bring the current on-hand inventory O f back to the base stock level B f (i.e., order volume = base stock -current on hand inventory). The order is then inserted in the order queue of the upstream replenishing facility Q S f . The inventory position is updated accordingly.
Fulfill replenishment order
Procedure fulfillOrder demonstrates the algorithm followed by stocking locations to ship the replenishment order placed by their downstream facilities. As introduced in Procedure placeOrder, each facility maintains an order queue Q f which keeps track of the replenishment orders placed by its downstream facilities. The queue follows a first-in-first-out mechanism. Thus, downstream facilities' orders get processed in the order they were received.
Here, if the order queue Q f of facility f is not empty, we retrieve the next order in the queue, which provides information on the order volume o and its requesting facility f . It is ensured that the entire volume o is shipped before the next order is considered from the queue. Depending on the on-hand inventory volume O f , we estimate if there is remaining volume r that needs to be acquired in order to complete the order volume o. If r > 0, the facility waits to ship the replenishment until there is enough on-hand inventory to fulfill r. The on-hand inventory and inventory position are updated accordingly. Once the order volume o is available from the onhand inventory this procedure calls the shipOrder procedure, described in the next section, that delivers the order to the requesting facility.
Procedure fulfillOrder(f , H)
Input: Facility f , Simulation horizon H Result: Inventory position I f , on hand inventory O f and order queue Q f get updated.
Delivery of order o for the downstream facility f is prepared 
strap samples from the data to determine the lead time, instead of assuming any lead time probability distribution. If the simulation time horizon is long enough, bootstrapping ensures that the nature of the lead time variability historically observed by f in practice is also accurately captured and preserved in the simulations.
Serve customer demand Procedure serveCustomer(f , H, choice)
Data: Historical customer demand D f Input: Facility f , Simulation horizon H, choice of lost sales or back order Result: Inventory position I f , on hand inventory O f , and total demand M f get updated. If choice is lost sales, total shipped volume P f gets updated. If choice is back order, back order volume B f and total back ordered volume T f get updated.
end
Finally, we describe the procedure that fulfills customer demand from the customer facing stocking locations. Procedure serveCustomer incorporates both cases when demand is either back ordered or considered as lost sales. The algorithm follows either of the two cases depending on a pre-specified variable choice.
Here, as in the Procedure shipOrder, we capture demand variability by bootstrapping samples from the historical customer demand data observed by the serving facility. Thus, we ensure accurate demand variability is captured and preserved in the simulations. Note that the demand data is at the granularity of the simulation time period. For instance, if simulating daily inventory behavior, the historical data should be aggregated daily demand. Also, we assume there is no time correlation in the historical demand in order to randomly sample from the data.
Procedure serveCustomer tracks total demand observed M f in order to estimate β service level (described in the next section). First we consider the lost sales case. Here if customer demand d
can be met with the on-hand inventory O f , it is shipped, otherwise the volume available on-hand is delivered. We record total shipment delivered P f . P f together with M f are used to estimate β service level.
In the case when the unmet demand can be back ordered, we first determine if there is enough on-hand inventory to meet current period demand and previous back orders. If yes, the entire volume is shipped, otherwise the volume available on-hand is delivered. We record the difference Depending on the shipment volume we accordingly update the on-hand inventory O f and inventory position I f .
Simulation initialization
Procedure simNetwork is the main initialization function of the simulation module. It connects all procedures described above. It initiates simulation and computes average on-hand inventory and β service level or fill-rate for each facility. The optimization module invokes this procedure for function and derivative evaluation.
When invoked, Procedure simNetwork initiates procedures placeOrder, fulfillOrder, and serveCustomer for each facility, which run in parallel for the entire simulation horizon H. It requires list of facilities F , reorder point R f , base stock level B f , the supply chain network and upstream replenishing facility S f for all facilities f ∈ F , simulation horizon H, and choice of lost sales or back order as inputs, which are further passed to other procedures. Note that during the optimization process, some of these inputs can be decision variables and are provided by the optimization module.
Once the simulation is complete, the procedure computes average on-hand inventory A f by taking a sample average across H. Also, as detailed in the previous section, β service level is Procedure simNetwork(F , R, B, S, choice, H)
Input: List of facilities F , Reorder point R f , Base stock level B f , and upstream replenishing facility S f for all facilities f ∈ F , simulation horizon H, and choice of lost sales or back order Result: Estimate average on-hand inventory A f and β service level 
Optimization Module
Procedure optNetwork illustrates the module that is invoked by a black-box optimization solver for function and derivative evaluation. It computes the objective function for the current value of decision variables provided by the black-box solver.
The objective function has two components that the solver seeks to minimize. The first component is the total of average on-hand inventory of all facilities, while the second is the penalty for not meeting the service level targets summed across all facilities. Both components are computed for multiple simulation replications and averaged across all replications to create a composite objective function for the optimization solver.
In each replication, optNetwork invokes the simNetwork procedure to obtain average on-hand inventory A f and fill rate β f for each facility f . The current value of the inputs (F , R, B, S, choice, H) obtained from the black-box optimization solver are provided to simNetwork.
The average on-hand inventory is aggregated across all facilities in AA. The fill rate β f is compared against the target service level β T f . Any unfulfilled service level β T f − β f is also accumulated in Aβ. This is repeated for user-specified replications N . Finally, AA and Aβ are averaged across N , and Aβ is penalized with a user-specified violation penalty ρ to obtain the objective function
Z.
Note that, as mentioned before, we do not include order placement or any other costs in this framework. However, if needed, they can be easily added to the algorithm as additional terms in the objective function and computed in a similar manner as demonstrated for average on-hand inventory and fill rate. 
Optimization Solvers
As mentioned above, the optimization module of the algorithm is invoked by a simulation-optimization solver, which determines the optimal decision variables. In this work we utilize and compare three open source libraries: the derivative free methods from Scipy.Optimize [18] , a Bayesian optimization algorithm Scikit-Optimize [19] , and a radial basis function based black-box optimizer RBFOpt [5] . Below we provide a brief note on the methodologies used by these solvers.
SciPy.Optimize This is a set of optimization algorithms provided by the scipy Python package. RBFOpt This library implements the Radial Basis Function method originally proposed by Gutmann [13] with a few extensions. Here they build and iteratively refine a surrogate model of the unknown objective function. First, for an initial set of chosen sample points that satisfy the bounds and integrality constraints, a surrogate interpolation function is built using a combination of radial basis functions and polynomials. The accuracy of the surrogate model is assessed and model selection is performed automatically in the algorithm using a cross validation scheme. Next step is to choose a trade-off between exploration and exploitation based on Gutmann's idea of "bumpiness". Exploration implies trying to improve the surrogate model in unknown parts of the domain, whereas exploitation implies trying to find the best objective function value based on the current surrogate model. The next point in the search space, to which the algorithm moves, is determined based on this trade-off. Gutmann's algorithm provides strategies to evaluate this trade-off based on least "bumpy" points, and solves a local search optimization problem to determine the next iterate.
Implementation Code
An open-source Python-based implementation of our inventory optimization algorithm is available here [1] . We implement the simulation framework using the open-source SimPy platform [22] . Both back order and lost sales simulations are implemented separately. A user needs to pre-specify which simulation option is used by the optimization routines. For optimization, we provide separate implementation for all three black-box optimization libraries. We compare the results obtained with the three solvers in the next section.
Results and Solver Comparison
We demonstrate the inventory optimization algorithm and compare the open source optimization libraries on the example supply chain network shown in Figure 1 . As described before, all facilities follow a combination of the reorder point and base stock policies. When the inventory position falls below reorder point, an order of amount = (base stock level -current inventory level) is placed by the facility. We optimize both base stock and reorder point levels. Table 1 shows the base lead time, service level target, and initial guesses for base stock level and reorder point assumed for all facilities in the supply chain. The initial guess is feasible, i.e., the facilities satisfy their respective service level target with this initial guess.
The base lead time is the minimum replenishment lead time from the corresponding supplier facility. The true lead time experienced is the base lead time + a random variable component.
This random variable component is obtained from the historical data. During the simulationoptimization, we bootstrap from the historical data to get this variable component. Similarly, the customer demand for each facility is also bootstrapped from the historical data during simulations. The historical data assumed and used for this example is not correlated with time.
Note that in Table 1 , the service level target for Facility 3 is zero. This is not impractical. Facility For the objective function we use a penalty of 10 6 for not meeting the service level target. We perform 20 simulation replications and take an average across replications for the average on-hand inventory and service level penalty for the objective function. We assume the initial inventory to be 90% of the base stock level for all facilities. Also, each simulation is run for a 360 days time period. Both simulation and optimization are performed on a Mac OS with a 1.2 GHz Intel Core m3 processor and 8 GB 1867 MHz RAM. Table 2 shows the black box algorithm used from each Python package and their parameter settings. Below we describe our implementation strategy of each algorithm:
• SciPy.Optimize: Here we run the Nelder Mead algorithm for 100 cycles. In each cycle the algorithm runs for 50 iterations. After 50 iterations another cycle starts with the current best solution as the initial guess for this new cycle. The cycle then runs for another set of 50
iterations. This sequence continues until we either exceed the maximum time limit of 1 day or complete all 100 cycles.
• Scikit-Optimize: This algorithm relies heavily on the starting random state. Instead of the exploitation approach, where we run the algorithm longer for several iterations for one particular starting random state, in our tests the algorithm performed significantly better with the procedure was run until we either exceeded the maximum time limit of 1 day or completed all 1000 cycles
• RBFOpt: Because of a thorough and robust internal implementation of the algorithm that explores various strategies to search the space, we simply ran the algorithm as is for 1000
iterations. We chose a random seed of 707 in order to be able to reproduce the results. Table 3 illustrates the optimization results when we consider the unmet demand to be back ordered, while Table 4 shows the optimization results when the unmet demand is considered as lost sales. For all three solvers, we compare the optimal base stock and reorder points, total number of iterations and computational time, final value of the objective function, and how much reduction in the objective was achieved from the corresponding value for the initial guess. Note that the CPU time is based on 20 simulation replications per optimization iteration. For more replications the CPU time will increase. Also, the optimal base stock and reorder points pertain to the example data used in the case study. We include them in the table in order to perform a comparative analysis between the solvers. We observe the following from the results:
• Among the three solvers, RBFOpt produced the best results for both back order and lost sales cases. It was able to achieve the best reduction in the objective function and the lowest inventory levels. Moreover, it was able to achieve results in fewest iterations and within the best CPU time of less than two hours among the three solvers.
• SciPy.Optimize with the Nelder Mead algorithm doesn't seem to perform well. Even when ran for 5000 iterations for more than 4 hours, it could only achieve 7% reduction in the objective function in the back order case, and 12% reduction in the lost sales case, respectively.
The final optimal ROP and base stock are quite high and not very different from the initial guess.
• While Scikit-Optimize produced considerably better results than SciPy.Optimize, it took four times more iterations and 40% more CPU time. It is computationally most expensive com- pared to the other two because of its overall methodology. Because the algorithm relies more on the random starting state, while it can produce better results, the exploration approach with multiple random start states is computationally more intensive.
• RBFOpt. Depending on the problem, search strategy, and random start states, good solution can be obtained from either of the two algorithms. However, in all our tests, RBFOpt's results were always superior compared to the others.
• While we observe either comparable or higher optimal ROP from RBFOpt when compared to that from Scikit-Optimize, the base stock values are lower, especially when observed for Facility 1, thus leading to an overall lower average inventory. The optimal ROP values are almost comparable across all three solvers. Both Scikit-Optimize and RBFOpt are able to achieve lower inventory by attaining lower base stock values when compared to SciPy.Optimize.
• In general, when systems consider unmet demand as lost sales instead of back ordering them, they tend to carry lower inventory on average with lower reorder points. We observe this trend in our case studies with both SciPy.Optimize and Scikit-Optimize. However, RBFOpt in its results show the opposite behavior. Also, while SciPy.Optimize and ScikitOptimize were faster in the lost sales case compared to back order, RBFOpt took longer to complete iterations. This indicates potential for getting a more improved solution with RBFOpt for the lost sales case if it is run longer for more iterations.
• For both back order and lost sales scenarios, we observe that the algorithms trend towards keeping a lower ROP at the customer facing facilities while compensating that with a higher ROP at intermediate warehouses. This behavior is more apparent in the lost sales case. We
infer that optimal systems demonstrate a preference for a centralized inventory planning and positioning scheme that help with risk pooling.
• We note that the optimal ROP for Facility 5 from RBFOpt is same as the initial guess. This indicates potential for a further improved solution from RBFOpt if it is run longer for more iterations
• One key observation is that, for Facility 1 in the back order case, and for Facilities 2 and 4 in the lost sales case, RBFOpt's solution kept base stock same as the ROP. This is the influence of assuming no order placement cost for our case study as the system now prefers to place frequent orders with no additional penalty. Thus, it is important to make appropriate assumptions to model a system as it significantly impacts the optimal solution and the behavior.
Conclusions
We approach the problem of optimizing inventory in multi-echelon supply chain systems by developing a simulation-optimization framework. The simulation capability, by design, can model sophisticated system interactions as well as any custom rules. Moreover, a black-box optimization algorithm wrapped around the simulation allows determining optimal system planning decisions while ensuring system dynamics are accurately captured. In order to preserve the true nature of the variability experienced by the system, we quantify demand and lead time variability by bootstrapping historical data.
In order to demonstrate practical applicability of the framework, we test it on a 3-echelon example network. Average inventory is minimized while ensuring that the desired average β service level at stocking locations is achieved. We assume no order placement cost. Because there is no single proven simulation optimization platform, we compare three open source solver packages:
Scipy.Optimize, Scikit-Optimize, and RBFOpt.
The key conclusions from the work are as follows:
• While we observe substantially lower inventory levels and computationally superior results from RBFOpt, depending on the problem, search strategy, and the random start states, close enough good solution can be obtained from both RBFOpt and Scikit-Optimize.
• The optimization results demonstrate a preference for a centralized inventory planning scheme that help with risk pooling.
• Because we assume no order placement cost, as expected in the optimal solution, the facilities tend to order more frequently in order to lower their inventory as there is no additional penalty. Thus, it is important to make appropriate assumptions to model a system as it significantly impacts the optimal solution and the modeled behavior.
